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Abstract

In this paper, we discuss a scaling approach to business fluctuations. Our starting point consists in
recognizing that concepts and methods derived from physics have allowed economists to (re)discover
a set of stylized facts which have to be satisfactorily accounted for in their models. Standard macroe-
conomics, based on a reductionist approach centered on the representative agent, is definitely badly
equipped for this task. On the contrary, we show that a simple financial fragility agent-based model,
based on complex interactions of heterogeneous agents, is able to replicate a large number of scaling
type stylized facts with a remarkable high degree of statistical precision.
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1. Introduction

Recent explorations in industrial dynamics have detected two empirical regularities
which are so widespread across countries and persistent over time to be characterized as
universal laws: (i) the distribution of firms’ size is right skewed and can be described by a
Zipf or power law probability density function (Axtell, 2001; Gaffeo et al., 2003); (ii) the
growth rates of firms’ output and countries’ GDP follow a Laplace distribution (Stanley
et al., 1996; Amaral et al., 1997).

The fact that the distribution of firms’ size is right skewed is well known at least since
Gibrat (1931). As a matter of fact, the strong form of Gibrat’s law implies that the distribution
is lognormal, while contemporary analysis points to the power law as the most accurate
statistical description of the empirical distribution. It can be argued, however, that the weak
form of Gibrat’s law is not inconsistent with a power law distribution of firms’ size.

So far, the literature has dealt with (i) and (ii) as if they were independent stylized facts.
In this paper, we make three contributions.

• We explore the link between the two, showing that thepower law distribution of firms’
sizeis at the root of theLaplace distribution of growth rates(i.e., under very general
assumptions, (i) implies (ii)).

• We show that the features ofbusiness fluctuationssuch as the shifts of the distribution of
firms’ size over the cycle, the properties of the distribution of individual and aggregate
growth rates and many others,1 are a consequence of (i).

• We discuss a model offinancial fragility, empirically validated through conditioning
(Brock, 1999), which generates (i).

In our approach, the origin of business fluctuations – which is the most important single
problem in macroeconomics – can be traced back to the ever changing configuration of the
network of heterogeneous interacting firms.2 A major role in shaping dynamics is played by
financial variables. The sequential structure of our economy implies that future markets are
absent, so that agents have to rely on means of payment – here, bank loans extended to firms
– to bridge the gap between agents’ decisions and their realization. Highly leveraged (i.e.,
financially fragile) firms, in turns, are exposed to a high risk of default. When bankruptcies
occur, loans not refunded negatively affect banks’ net worth, with banks responding to their
worsen financial position by reducing credit supply. The reduction in credit supply impacts
on the lending interest rate all other firms have to pay to serve their financial commitments.

The practice of combining heterogeneity and interactions is at odds with mainstream
macroeconomics which reduces the analysis of the aggregate to that of a singlerepre-
sentativeagent and which is unable, by construction, to explain non-normal distributions,
scaling behavior or the occurrence of large aggregate fluctuations as a consequence of small
idiosyncratic shocks.

1 Among them the properties of the distribution of the cumulative growth rates during expansions and contrac-
tions; of the age of exiting firms; of profits and “bad debt”. See alsoDelli Gatti et al. (2003a).

2 Schumpeter (1937)suggested that business cycle scholars should analyze “. . . how industries and individual
firms rise and fall and how their rise and fall affect the aggregates and what we call loosely general business
conditions”. This approach is reminiscent of Marshall’s parallel between the dynamics of the individual firm and
the evolution of a tree in the forest.
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